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QA3 Emergency 
Trolley Systems

Our QA3 Emergency Trolley has been specifically 
designed for demanding Emergency departments. 
It comes complete with a radio translucent platform 
which offers exceptional x-ray access. A medirail, 
the K8 Pressure Care Mattress and low height 
capability. Our ED Trolleys are also fitted with two 
fixed transfusion poles.

All of our patient transport trolleys are built with 
the patient and user in mind, and are easily 
manoeuvrable, compact, lightweight and robust.

Standard Features

Pushing handles
Vertically operated side rails
5th wheel steering
Hydraulic lift mechanism
Patient comfort
Trendelenburg tilt
Gas assisted backlift
K8 pressure care mattress
Two fixed transfusion poles
X-ray translucent platform
Cylinder trough
Smooth moulded surfaces
Polyurethane tyres offer low rolling 
resistance

DESIGNED FOR EMERGENCYDEPARTMENTS

BACF

QA3 Emergency Trolley: Standard Features

QA3 DRIVE Emergency Trolley: Standard Features plus Inbuilt Motorised Drive

QA3 Powered Emergency Trolley: Standard Features plus Powered Functions

QA3 DRIVE Powered Emergency Trolley: Standard Features plus Inbuilt Motorised Drive and 
Powered Functions

QA3 EMERGENCY TROLLEY SYSTEM:  Four models to choose from

QA3 Emergency 
Trolley

DRIVE handles 
innovative touch 
sensitive design: 
simply press 
against the pop-up 
or fixed yellow 
pushing handles, 
and the trolley will 
move forward; pull back on them, and 
it will reverse; let go and it will stop.

POWERED Feature: An additional 
powered feature places the trolley 
into the KneeFlex position for 
easy elevation of the lower limbs 
for patients having leg and foot 
procedures – providing additional 
comfort for patients undergoing 
abdominal procedures. Also added 
CPR feature: return the trolley 
swiftly to a horizontal, optimal height 
position for CPR treatment.

K8 PRESSURE 
CARE MATTRESS 
manufactured 
from temperature-
sensitive gel feel 

foam that moulds 
to the patient’s 

body shape, relieving 
pressure by distributing the 

load as evenly as possible. Outer material is 
anti-microbacterial, water resistant, vapour 
permeable and latex free.
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To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404



To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404

QA3 EMERGENCY TROLLEY

QA3 POWERED EMERGENCY TROLLEY

QA3 DRIVE EMERGENCY TROLLEY

QA3 DRIVE POWERED EMERGENCY TROLLEY

21120

21126

21122

21124

The QA3 Emergency trolley is specifically designed for 
Emergency Departments. It features a radiotranslucent 
platform, exceptional X-ray access and low height capability 
and comes complete with a medirail and the K8 pressure 
care mattress.

The QA3 Powered Emergency Trolley is our innovative 
model which features positive feel push button controls 
for electrically powered functions. It also comes with CPR 
button functionality which automatically positions the 
trolley flat for CPR. The new electrically powered back lift is 
unique to this trolley and allows precise control for enhanced 
patient and user comfort.

All STANDARD FEATURES plus DRIVE. Our inbuilt 
motorised drive feature offers controlled, effortless travel up 
to gradients of 10°.Simply press against the pop-up or fixed 
yellow Pushing Handles, and the trolley will move forward; 
pull back on them and it will reverse; let go and it will stop.

The QA3 Drive Powered Emergency Trolley has all the 
benefits of the QA3 Drive PLUS electrically powered 
functions including a ‘KneeFlex’ facility for additional patient 
comfort. Our Drive Powered Emergency trolley also comes 
with our innovative K8 pressure care mattress as standard.

QA3 EMERGENCY TROLLEY SYSTEMS

PRODUCT NAME OVERALL LENGTH OVERALL WIDTH HEIGHT (EX. MATTRESS) TROLLEY WEIGHT MAX WEIGHT

QA3 Emergency Trolley

2150mm

835mm
(side rails up)
735mm 
(side rails down)

535mm to 835mm

148 kg 320 kg SWL

QA3 DRIVE Emergency Trolley 157 kg 320 kg SWL

QA3 Powered Emergency Trolley 154.5 kg 320 kg SWL

QA3 DRIVE Powered Emergency Trolley 162.5 kg 320 kg SWL


